Background: Performance of externally paced rhythmic movements requires brain and behavioral integration of sensory stimuli with motor commands. The underlying brain mechanisms to elaborate beat-synchronized rhythm and polyrhythms that musicians readily perform may differ. Given known roles in perceiving time and repetitive movements, we hypothesized that basal ganglia and cerebellar structures would have greater activation for polyrhythms than for on-thebeat rhythms.
Introduction
Considerable evidence suggests that the basal ganglia, cerebellum, and neocortex contribute to temporal encoding and perception related to movement production [1] [2] [3] [4] , though each region's role requires additional elucidation. Studying rhythmic movements synchronized to sensory stimuli has proven useful in uncovering behavioral and neural aspects of action timing [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Converging evidence shows that pulse-salient models underlie rhythm formation; these models require synchronization of rhythmic events into felt pulse patterns [16] , [17] ; these patterns refer to the presence of a temporally equally spaced sequence of auditory events that serve as perceptual reference points to hear sound durations and patterns [18] . The fundamental role of rhythm in many sensory-motor tasks suggests the existence of brain circuits mediating rhythm formation [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, the connection between behavioral aspects of pulse-salient models of rhythm formation and their neural implementation requires further elaboration to enable greater understanding of brain representations for rhythmic manual performance required not only for common everyday actions but also for specialized tasks, such as performing with musical instruments.
One limitation to understand brain substrates of integrative rhythm formation is that current functional neuroimaging work often investigates rhythm perception and production separately (but see, [23] ). Among other structures, listening to a rhythm involves left inferior parietal and prefrontal and bilateral cerebellar circuits [24] [25] [26] . Rhythm production primarily activates the primary motor (M1), primary somatic sensory (S1), and premotor (PMA) cortices, supplementary motor area (SMA), and lateral cerebellar hemisphere, perhaps for controlling motor timing needed for rhythm elaboration (e.g., [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] ). By contrast, little work has attempted to differentiate brain circuits involved in listening to pacing sounds that can produce different rhythms (but see, [23] , [32] ).
In this study, we investigated brain representations related to performing 1:1 stimulus-driven rhythms and hemiola polyrhythmic structures (here 2:3 and 3:2), aiming to understand regional specialization for producing rhythms commonly used in musical production. We selected hemiola rhythms since they represent an exceedingly complex time integration task for rhythm formation within the musical domain. Hemiola refers to musical structures in which two beats become replaced by three beats or vice-versa. These structures give the effect of a shift between a double (triple) and a triple (double) meter. The differential computational demands of the two timing tasks could potentially distinguish brain networks using isorhythmicity or polyrhythmicity to produce stimulus-driven movements. Based on prior work [33] , [34] , we predicted that both experimental conditions would activate the basal ganglia. Furthermore, we predicted that enhanced cerebellar activation would occur only in the hemiola, polyrhythmic condition for which complex neural computations become required to undertake grouping, sequencing and asymmetric mapping of different time intervals into a single rhythmically synchronized pattern. This outcome would agree with recent suggestions about a broader role of the cerebellum in temporal organization fundamental to information processing in many cognitive, sensory, and motor functions, but not explicit timing regarding actual chronometric functions, such as in duration coding. Lastly, we predicted that cortical networks involving frontal-parietal circuits and insular and opercular regions would become activated similarly for both pacing conditions with the latter two possibly involved in sensory-to-motor projections specific to auditory-motor synchronization.
Materials and Methods

Participants and Tasks
Nine male and three female young adults (20-36 yr, 26.161.8 mean6SEM) without history of neurological disorders volunteered for the study; all 12 individuals participated in the MRI component and seven individuals took part in a subsequent behavioral component of the study. All participants had musical abilities significantly more advanced than the general population and were in professional or semiprofessional employment positions in locally based orchestras and other concert ensembles. Their expertise covered a wide range of orchestral instruments in winds, strings, brass, and percussion. Their instrumental practice averaged ,1 hr each day. They all reported the need for the capability of executing hemiola polyrhythms regularly during their musical education as well as their current rehearsal and concert duties. Participants were included in the study only if they could perform a 3:2 and 2:3 hemiola polyrhythm (see below for description). We note that those musically trained individuals who can perform such a rhythm do so ''categorically''; that is, they either have capability to perform the hemiola polyrhythm or they do not. Hemiola rhythms are an integral part of all compositional and improvisational languages in all musical cultures [35] , [36] , and, in Western music, they have been commonly practiced since the middle ages [37] . They belong in the categorical performance repertoire of all professional musicians, as used in our study [38] [39] [40] . As noted, our participants were selected on evidence (an initial subjective performance test) that they could perform hemiola rhythms. Ten participants were right-handed according to a revised Edinburgh Inventory [41] , while two were ambidextrous. Institutional authorities of Foundation Santa Lucia IRCCS reviewed and approved the project as ethically suitable for human experimentation, and participants provided written informed consent and received modest monetary compensation for undergoing the procedures. Before the imaging component of this study, we subjectively assessed the temporal accuracy of each participant's rhythmic performance that was then later confirmed by time analysis of performance recordings (see below for quantitative assessment procedures). The subjective assessment entailed careful observation of the performance and an interview. Due to their self-knowledge, these musically trained individuals knew a priori whether they could perform hemiola polyrhythms; nevertheless, we undertook the initial subjective and subsequent objective assessment for verification. All the procedures related to contact with human volunteers occurred at Foundation Santa Lucia IRCCS, Rome, Italy.
With their eyes closed, participants listened to either 2 Hz or 3 Hz beeps (system beep of a Macintosh computer, Apple Computer Corp., Cupertino, CA) through headphones and performed right-handed index finger tapping movements paced in a 1:1 tapping pattern to beat synchronously with the auditory rhythm or asynchronously in hemiola patterns (2 taps vs. 3 beats or 3 taps vs. 2 beats) to the beat synchrony. Each of the 40 s blocks included one of four isorhythmic or polyrhythmic movements, to yield a total of four combinations of auditory stimuli and tapping: 2 Hz movements in response to 2 Hz (isorhythmic) or 3 Hz (polyrhythmic) beeps; and 3 Hz movements in response to 2 Hz (polyrhythmic) or 3 Hz (isorhythmic) beeps (Fig. 1A) . For the isorhythmic paced tasks, participants tapped on the beat; for the polyrhythmic paced tasks, participants tapped faster or slower than the pacing stimulus. The required tapping rate relative to the acoustic pacing stimulus was instructed verbally by Italian word equivalents to ''same'', ''quicker'' or ''slower''. Before the MRI component of this study, participants received training in the sensory-motor tasks to ensure adequate performance, and during the practice and the actual experiment, participants tapped the right index finger against the right thigh. In the MRI experiment, participants performed five blocks using each auditory stimulus- tapping rate combination for a total of 20 sensory-motor tasks that were interspersed (see below) with no-movement runs; the nomovement runs were verbally instructed by the command ''no movement'' (see Fig. 1B ).
The ability to perform hemiola movements was confirmed after the MRI scanning in a sub-set of the 12 participants (7/12), using time analysis of rhythmic performance records (see Results for more details). Due to the categorical nature of their ability to perform the polyrhythm [39] , we have no expectation that the participants' performance changed between the time of the MRI session and the behavioral assessment. Participants individually sat in front of a table, donned headphones, and tapped a hand-held electronic stylus against an electronically sensitive plate while listening to the periodic pacing beeps superimposed upon the noise of a previously recorded functional MRI run; these procedures represented a reasonable facsimile of the sensory conditions of the MR environment. The time of contact of the stylus with the plate was measured with 1 ms precision. We used the same task timing as that in the functional MRI blocks (Fig. 1B, above for details) , but without the no-movement condition. However, in the behavioral experiment, participants performed two task blocks with each auditory stimulus-tapping rate combination. Since the participants had the ability to perform the polyrhythmic, hemiola movements as a categorical skill, the absence of behavioral data from five participants and a delay between the MRI and behavioral segments of the work would not seem to mitigate the MRI (see Discussion and [42] ).
Magnetic resonance imaging
A Vision Magnetom MR system (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) operating at 1.5T and equipped for echoplanar imaging acquired the anatomical and functional MR images. A quadrature volume head coil was used for radio frequency transmission and reception. Each participant's head was approximately centered in the standing magnetic field of the MR system once within the MR bore. Head movement was minimized by mild restraint and cushioning.
After positioning a participant in the MR system and performing a shimming procedure to minimize inhomogeneities in the standing magnetic field, we acquired a three-dimensional T1 weighted scout image to aid slice positioning for subsequent acquisition of functional MR images. We then acquired a T1 weighted volumetric image set (1 mm isotropic voxels, 160 sagittal slices, Siemens multiplanar rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence, TR = 11.4 msec, TE = 4.4 msec) for later use to overlay functional MR images. Functional MR images were acquired in a transverse plane roughly parallel to the bi-commissural line using gradient-echo methods sensitive to deoxyhemoglobin concentration [43] . Forty 3 mm thick slices were acquired to encompass the brain using an ascending interleaved excitation order (TR = 3 sec, TE = 40 msec, 64664 image matrix, 363 mm in plane pixel size, 27 mm 3 voxel size, flip angle = 90u, TR = 4,000 msec, no interslice gap).
We used a block design during a single, uninterrupted 22 min functional MR imaging run (Fig. 1B) , functionally divided into five equal 4 min 24 s blocks. In each block, the 2 and 3 Hz beeps became paired with isorhythmic and polyrhythmic tapping, and participants also listened passively to each of the beeping frequencies. We fixed the task order across participants in each block to optimize performance as follows: 2 Hz beeps with no movement, 2 Hz isorhythmic tapping, 2 Hz polyrhythmic tapping (2 Hz beep, 3 Hz movement; 3 Hz beeps with no movement, 3 Hz isorhythmic tapping, 3 Hz polyrhythmic tapping (3 Hz beep, 2 Hz movement). As noted, each block was repeated five times for a total of 30 stimulus-response tasks. (Pilot experiments indicated that counterbalancing of the stimulus and movement rate combinations severely degraded performance.) The type of task was instructed verbally (see above).
Eleven functional MR volumes were acquired for each 44 s subblock; an initial 4 s instruction period, following by a 40 s periods of no movement or tapping. Thus, across the entire experimental run 55 volumes became acquired for each task. Note that there were two no-movement conditions, each having 55 volumes of data.
Behavioral Data Analysis
Behavioral data, obtained only for 7/12 participants, were recorded and analyzed to verify that participants correctly performed the rhythmic tasks during the experiment. Interresponse-intervals (IRIs) and synchronization errors-the time lag between tap and beat onsets-were computed by averaging responses across all individual trials within each participant, and across all trials and all participants to generate group mean data.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Analysis
We used SPM99b (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology) implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) installed on UNIX workstations (SGI, Mountain View, CA) for initial data processing and subsequent statistical analysis. As described in detail below, the analysis strategy followed a two-stage process, first at the voxel-level for individual participants and then at the participant level to identify clusters having group-wise significant activation. We removed the first two functional MRI volumes from the entire run due to T1 overshoot effects; all remaining 328 volumes became entered into the data analysis. The functional MRI volumes from each participant were corrected for head movement that occurred during the functional MR data acquisition run, using the third scan as a reference, through a rigid body transformation using a least squares approach [44] . We used a template image based on average data provided by the Montreal Neurological Institute [45] and conformed to a standard coordinate referencing system [46] . Following image processing and resampling, the voxel size was 2 mm isotropic, and images were spatially smoothed using an isotropic gaussian kernel of 4 mm, full-width, half-maximum.
Images were analyzed using a two-stage approach. For the first analysis pass, the time series obtained from each participant was analyzed separately to identify activated voxels. The effects of the experimental design were estimated voxel-by-voxel [47] [48] [49] [50] . The tasks were modeled as box-car functions and convolved with a synthetic hemodynamic response function. As noted, the first two volumes became discarded at the beginning of the run to account for equilibration of T1 effects, thereby leaving 53 volumes for the no-tap, 2 Hz listening task and 55 volumes for all remaining conditions for the subsequent analysis. The additional explanatory variables modeled in the statistical analysis included translations and rotations in the three axes of head movement obtained from the spatial registration to remove the components of the signal potentially correlated with head movement; a set of cosine basis functions to remove low-frequency confounds and a constant term. For each participant-specific model, linear compounds of the regression parameter estimates, that is, linear contrasts were used to estimate the size of the effects of interest. We first estimated significance at the voxel level by comparing the movement tasks with the no-movement condition that yielded effect size images for each participant for each of four stimulus and movement rate combinations, and then assessed differences between conditions across participants with one-way or paired t-tests. The two-stage analysis yielded a statistical parametric map of the t statistic for each effect of interest. We used a probability criterion of p#0.001 at the voxel level and at p#0.05 corrected for the number of sampled voxels at the cluster level, thereby correcting for multiple comparisons. At the cluster level (that reported in Results), we evaluated (1) movement vs. no movement for the isorhythmic and polyrhythmic paced movements; (2) the movement frequency effect (3 Hz vs. 2 Hz); (3) the stimulus frequency effect (3 Hz vs. 2 Hz), and (4) isorhythmic vs. polyrhythmic pacing, independent of stimulus or movement frequency. This last comparison could be considered the interaction between stimulus and movement frequency.
The statistical parametric maps were superimposed onto the standard brain supplied by SPM99, and localization of regions and Brodmann area (BA) assignments from these images were done using gyral and sulcal landmarks and coordinates provided by SPM99 and reference sources [46] , [51] . BA assignments in the cerebral cortex were done using the senior author's (JNS) knowledge of neuroanatomy and by referring to the Talairach and Tournoux [46] atlas and other sources, while most gyral and sulcal nomenclature used a combination of Duvernoy [51] and Talairach and Tournoux [46] . Cerebellar nomenclature was derived from Schmahmann et al. [52] . In no cases, did we use the Talairach and Tournoux [46] atlas as the definitive source for activation cluster localization.
Results
Motor performance
We measured the ability to perform the isorhythmic and the polyrhythmic, hemiola, movements in 7/12 participants separate from the MRI investigations; no behavioral measures were done during the functional MRI runs (see Materials and Methods and Discussion). Participants performed both the isorhythmically (not illustrated) and polyrhythmically (Fig. 2 ) paced movements with a high degree of accuracy consistent with prior data (see e.g., [7] , [10] , [12] , [53] ). Across the group, the mean (6SD) IRI for the isorhythmically paced 2 Hz movements was 499.7631.3 ms and 333.2627.5 ms for the isorhythmically paced 3 Hz movements; the observed performance did not deviate significantly from an expected mean rate of 2 Hz or 3 Hz (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p.0.19). The synchronization errors, that is, the time difference between onset of tap and onset of the beat, showed the well documented negative asynchrony of tapping slightly ahead of the beat [7] . The participants exhibited mean (6SEM) synchronization errors of 212.6629.4 ms in the 2 Hz condition and 220.0625.2 ms in the 3 Hz condition.
In the polyrhythmically conditions, mean IRIs were 498.5636.6 ms for the 2 Hz movements paced by 3 Hz beeps and 330.7628.5 ms for the 3 Hz movement, 2 Hz beeps, indicating a high degree of compliance (and performance success) in producing hemiola synchronization patterns. As will be noted, these IRIs had great similarity to comparable movement rates in the isorhythmic conditions. Further analysis of these data revealed a failure to reject the null hypothesis that the participants performed at the expected mean rate of 2 Hz or 3 Hz asynchronously to the driving stimulus (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.09, 3 Hz tapping; p = 1, 2 Hz tapping). Mean synchronization errors showed the expected negative asynchrony when aligned with the synchronous beat at the beginning of the period as well as when aligned with the mathematical subdivision of the period during the asynchronous tap-beat time relations during the rest of the period when no coincidence between beat and tap onsets was possible. For the condition with 2 Hz movement with 3 Hz beats, the synchronization error for the first movement was 24.2 ms and 24.7 ms for the second movement. For the condition with 3 Hz movements with 2 Hz beat, the synchronization error was 213.9 msec, 218.5 msec, and 219.8 ms for the first, second and third movements, respectively. The behavioral data of the examined participants showed conformity with predicted performance, lending credence to the conclusion that the rhythmic behavior was performed as requested during the MRI experiment.
Statistical comparisons of the mean IRIs and the means of the IRI standard deviations of the 2 Hz and 3 Hz movement conditions during isorhythmic and polyrhythmic tapping did not reach statistical significance (t-test, p$0.05). During isorhythmic tapping, the synchronization errors between the 2 Hz and 3 Hz condition were also statistically non-significant (p$0.05). The synchronization errors during asynchronous tapping were not compared statistically due to different stimulus alignments conditions across tapping movements (auditory beat present vs. mathematically inferred beat subdivisions).
Brain activation
When compared to no-movement, the tapping movements, collapsed across the iso-and polyrhythmically paced movement activated several structures including M1, PMA and SMA in the neocortex, the basal ganglia, and cerebellum (Fig. 3 , yellow label, Table 1 ). As expected, the neocortical, basal ganglia and thalamic activation occurred primarily contralateral to the right-handed movement, whereas cerebellar activation occurred ipsilateral to the movement. Consistent with many previous observations (e.g., [54] ), the midline frontal areas SMA and preSMA exhibited bilateral activation. While parietal cortex often becomes activated during simple, repetitive finger movements, movement-related activation commonly occurs more superiorly than the observed activation cluster that was located in the inferior portions of the contralateral supramarginal gyrus and extending into the superior temporal gyrus. When compared against no-movement and considered individually, the polyrhythmically paced movements (red and yellow label, Fig. 3 , Table 1 ) yielded more overall activation than the isorhythmically paced movements (green and yellow label, Fig. 3 , Table 1 ). The greater activation for polyrhythmically paced movements occurred contralateral to the hand movement in M1/S1, the thalamus, the putamen, and the parietal operculum and ipsilateral in the cerebellum. Contrary to many prior observations (e.g., [29] , [55] , but see [31] ), no area exhibited differential activation relative to movement rate, though many of these studies used self-paced, and not stimulus-driven, repetitive movements. However, we found a frequency related effect for the stimulus-alone condition. That is, repeating the sounds at a higher rate without movement yielded more activation bilaterally in the anterior portions of the superior temporal gyrus that bordered on the opercular regions and in the right superior parietal lobule (Table 2 , not illustrated).
The prior analysis demonstrated that two modes of auditory paced tapping-isorhythmic and polyrhythmic-yielded activation in many common structures, especially those commonly related to motor performance. However, these analyses did not reveal differential activation for two types of tapping tasks. Direct statistical comparison between functional MRI signals obtained during isorhythmically and polyrhythmically paced movements yielded a restricted brain network that exhibited differential activation between these two types of stimulus driven movements (Fig. 4, Table 3 ). Contrary to the sensory-motor network in contralateral neocortex, basal ganglia, and thalamus and ipsilateral cerebellum, the network with greater activation for polyrhythmic movements occurred ipsilateral to the movement in the telencephalon and contralateral in the cerebellum. In neocortex, SMA exhibited bilateral activation more for polyrhythmically paced movements, as did two separate clusters in the right supramarginal gyrus. Two additional small clusters in the left cerebellar hemisphere showed more activation for polyrhythmically paced than for isorhythmically paced movements. Finally, a cluster spanning the right anterior caudate and putamen yielded less activation for the asymmetrically paced movements in comparison to the symmetrically paced movements.
Discussion
The major finding reported here concerns activation patterns in motor-related brain regions during the direct comparison of polyrhythmic hemiola and isorhythmic timing patterns. We observed three types of activation patterns related to hemiola performance beyond that expected by performing repetitive finger movements. First, activation emerged during the hemiola condition bilaterally in SMA and ipsilaterally in the inferior parietal lobule. Second, a pattern of expanded or increased hemiola-related activation of structures exhibiting isorhythmicrelated activation occurred in portions of contralateral cerebellar hemisphere. Third, a region encompassing portions of the putamen and nearby caudate nucleus exhibited decreased activation during hemiola rhythm production. These data suggest a differential sub-cortical role and an emergent neocortical role in mediating isorhythmic and hemiola rhythm production than that typically observed during movements. The activation results do not seem related to motor performance changes, but more likely due to internal processing needed for integrating rhythmic auditory input with motor output. Indeed, the performance for the isorhythmic and polyrhythmic tasks exhibited substantial similarity in synchronization accuracy. The evident absence of motor performance differences for the two rhythm formation tasks suggests an integrative process that compensates for differences in input and internal processing demands to yield an equivalent motor output. Similar motor equivalence processes occur in many motor systems speech production and skeletal motor control [56] , [57] .
While we would have preferred to record motor performance in the MR environment-this technology had not yet implemented at the performance site when this experiment was conductedprior work suggests that such data recording may not have necessity due to the selection of highly skilled musicians as participants. First, all participants had significant musical experience, and each had rigorous prescreening for the ability to perform the hemiola task. Second, while inexperienced individuals can perform polyrhythmic motor performance, as for example the asynchronous, hemiola structures, they do so only with difficultly [58] . Such difficulty can be overcome with practice and learning (e.g., [58] , [59] ), as for example, with musical training. Polyrhythmic patterns have commonality in music performance and composition [16] . Therefore, the semi-professional and professional musicians included in this work must develop capability to generate stable hemiola patterns similar to simple isochronous rhythms or rhythmic patterns involving harmonic relationships, such as 1:2 or 1:3 movement [32] , [60] . The Table 1 . Activation related to polyrhythmic and isorhythmic movements compared to no movement. Table 2 . Activation related to frequency of movement. temporal and motor strategies of polyrhythmic performance in musicians and non-musicians have been studied extensively [42] . Thus, polyrhythmic performance in a musical context can be considered a categorical skill independent from environmental context [61] . In conclusion, it appears that performing hemiola structures with high accuracy is a categorical skill; either one can perform hemiola structures or one cannot; one does not forget and need to relearn hemiola structures; and those who can perform such structures do so reliably and reproducibly even in the face of distracting events (such as 100 other instrument sounds in a symphonic performance). Therefore, the inability to measure movement performance during the functional MRI acquisitions does not seem to pose a serious limitation for the interpretation of the obtained results.
The current brain activation findings may suggest that neural processes that generate equivalent motor outputs use the same network of brain areas. Indeed, others have shown that activation in a neocortical-subcortical network may reflect the behavioral aspects of motor equivalence [62] , [63] . Kelso et al. [62] found a task-independent signature of movement velocity in regions encompassing the precentral gyrus during syncopated and synchronized rhythmic movements, though they did not localize the source of the activation. In another study, more aligned with those investigating motor equivalence, Rijntjes et al. [63] found an Figure 4 . Hemiola specific activation. Brain regions exhibiting greater (red) or less (green) activation for polyrhythmic compared with isorhythmic tapping. Note greater extent of activation for polyrhythmic then isorhythmic tapping in ipsilateral inferior parietal lobule, contralateral cerebellum and bilateral SMA; the ipsilateral caudate-putamen exhibited decreased activation for the hemiola conditions. Other details as in Fig. 3 . doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002312.g004 Table 3 . Activation related to the polyrhythmic and isorhythmic pacing. overlapping network for signing ones name with the toes and the finger. This ''signature'' network encompassed structures bilaterally in PMA, SMA, areas flanking the intraparietal sulcus, thalamus, and cerebellum. While our data have some similarity to those of Kelso et al. [62] and Rijntjes et al. [63] , we found a specific unilateral network that distinguished repetitive movements paced asynchronously or synchronously, and this network had a laterality opposite from that expected by simple motor performance. Thus, the current results do not provide explicit support for brain substrates of motor equivalence, at least for simple repetitive movements paced by auditory cues. Since we found different activation patterns for the hemiola and isorhythmic patterning, even when movement frequency was matched, the findings of Kelso et al [62] do not seem to generalize to other tasks that yield that same output (e.g., 3 Hz tapping driven by 3 Hz or 2 Hz sounds). Instead, new patterns of activation emerged due to novel sensory-motor patterns. Two potential alternate explanations for the activation differences between the polyrhythmic and isorhythmic movements relate to differences in difficulty and attentional demands between the two tasks. Performing the polyrhythmic hemiola structures clearly requires more effort than performing on-the-beat rhythms, as indicated by the somewhat poorer accuracy and variability the occurred during this task. Indeed, we needed to recruit participants with significant prior experience with musical instrument training, since non-musicians had little ability to perform a hemiola rhythm. Similarly, greater demand upon attention resources likely occurs when performing the hemiola rhythms. The brain imaging results suggest that neither difficulty nor attention yielded the observed activation pattern. We found no evidence of activation in structures commonly associated with task difficulty-such as the anterior cingulate cortex and portions of prefrontal cortex [64] -or attention to sensory events [65] or movement [54] , [66] [67] [68] [69] . Spatial attention right parietal regions activated during the polyrhythmic tasks may have relation to spatial attention [66] , [69] . While both rhythm formation tasks activated left, but not right, parietal areas when compared to nomovement, the polyrhythmic condition task yielded greater activation in the right parietal structures, perhaps indicating a greater need to sensory-motor spatial integration for producing polyrhythms; Vuust et al. [23] have observed activation in a nearby region of the right parietal lobe when participants tapped to a main meter while listening to a counter meter. Neural responses in some visual processing areas can exhibit attention influences (e.g., [70] , [71] ), suggesting that the brain areas exhibiting more activation for performing the hemiola structure might have related to attention demands. However, Astafiev et al. [72] found that attention and preparing pointing movements largely activate fundamentally different parietal and frontal cortical networks. Considering these findings, it seems unlikely that alternative explanations of difficulty and attention accounted for the current results. Several brain regions appear to have involvement in elaborating timing behavior, including the neocerebellum [30] , [73] [74] [75] , basal ganglia [2] , prefrontal cortex [76] , [77] , and parietal lobe [23] , though how each contributes to rhythm formation and motor timing remains somewhat unclear. Increasing temporal complexity in timing tasks increases activation in the SMA and cerebellum [78] , a finding that we have confirmed. Basal ganglia activation during both rhythm conditions compared to no movement was differentially stronger during isorhythmic than polyrhythmic hemiola tapping whereas cerebellar activation was stronger during the hemiola task. This differential dissociation in activation patterns between the two systems may support an important role of the cerebellum in neural computations related to rhythmic complexity (also see [75] ). However, several studies show auditory rhythmic entrainment of motor functions occurs in patients with cerebellar and basal ganglia disorders [74] , [79] , [80] . Therefore, during auditory rhythmic synchronization, neocortical as well as basal ganglia and cerebellar circuits may become involved in differential aspects of processing timing information. This information, already coded in precise neural excitation patterns within auditory pathways could be projected into relevant motor areas in a highly distributed fashion via oscillatory neural resonance mechanisms [22] , [81] [82] [83] [84] . Further support for a specific cerebellar role in timing mechanisms comes from Rao et al. [2] , who found late recruitment of cerebellar networks, after prior basal ganglia activation, in a temporal processing task and from Stephan et al. [85] who found ipsilateral cerebellar activation during motor synchronization to auditory rhythm regardless of rhythmic condition whereas posterior bilateral activations developed during rhythmic modulations of increasing magnitude. Taken together, we may postulate that basal ganglia involvement is related to basic timing and sequencing aspects of rhythmic motor performance whereas cerebellar activations serve sensorymotor integrative optimization functions that operate particularly as essential requirements in tasks with high degrees of temporal complexity. The actual clock timing (duration coding) of the motor performance may simply be due to the entrainment of neural motor codes by the precise neural excitation patterns in the auditory pathway induced by auditory rhythm.
Lastly, the results of this study hold considerable interest for the neural basis of musical rhythm formation. Since periodic perceptual grouping-based on matching sound events to pulse driven template structures-represents the most appropriate basis for a definition of musical rhythm, rhythmic synchronization tasks would be one of the most meaningful and realistic experimental paradigms to approach the study of the neural correlates of rhythm. They would most closely reflect the process of intrinsic temporal pattern formation within a synchronized pulse structure as the core effort in the perception and production of musical rhythm [85] . Study designs that employ the production or recognition of sequences of various time intervals without implicitly felt pulse structure [86] or that rely on discrimination tasks based on working memory would seem less central to musical rhythm since they rely on shared processes with other forms of non-rhythmic time processing such as that found in speech processing, working memory, and other functions.
Furthermore, the performance of rhythmic hemiolas used in our study is highly unique to rhythm in music and represents one of the most difficult tasks in musical rhythm performance. Previous evidence has shown that serial groupings like a 2:3 polyrhythm, when performed in bimanual tapping tasks, usually become organized in an integrated temporal structure rather than a segregated streamed percept [58] , [60] . Integrated organization may be indicative, however, of performing a chained performance of successive tap events of various durations rather than a true alignment of separate rhythmic pattern streams into a common pulse structure as required in the tasks performed here [58] . This phenomenon is easily observed in musically naive people who can learn quickly to tap out hemiolas once they determine how the succession of taps sounds or feels without any perception of the polyrhythmic streaming of two distinct rhythmic patterns. This lack of perception becomes obvious when (unsuccessfully) attempting to tap hemiolas against a given isorhythmic background pulse, thus having to generate periodic groupings within a pulse template structure. Thus, the experimental hemiola task in our study (motor response aligned with rhythmic sensory cues) represents a 'realistic' simulation of one of the most difficult tasks in musical rhythm performance. The neural networks associated with both the isorhythmic and the polyrhythmic hemiola conditions in our study can therefore-with a good degree of confidence-be considered core components of the neurobiological circuitry subserving rhythm formation in music.
